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Swam autonomy is expected to play a significant role in urban warfare. Researchers envision swarms of several tens 
or even hundreds of autonomous vehicles –Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAs) and Unmanned Ground Vehicles 
(UGVs) – to gather information and assist troops in an urban environment where line-of-sight and satellite-based 
communication might be obstructed by buildings. The information the swarms collect can help keep the troops and 
civilians in the battle areas safer. Swarm autonomy has many aspects including deployment strategies, intelligence 
gathering, human-machine interaction, and security. 
 
The central theme of this research presentation is joint orchestration of control and networking strategies for 
swarm autonomy.  This systems view of swarm autonomy enables the development of the theory and algorithms 
for control of large autonomous teams with varying capability levels of sensing, computing, and autonomy. This 
presentation first reviews the classical control strategies for formation control such as consensus building, particle 
swarm optimization, as well as networking strategies such as mesh networking. Then, it presents strategies for 
jointly addressing networking and control strategies. In order to illustrate the need for jointly addressing networking 
and control strategies, a swarm of UAs making maneuvers for surveillance and data gathering will be considered. 
In this problem, the trajectories of UAs need to be chosen such that they form the desired flying patterns as early 
as possible. Classical strategies address this problem as a consensus building or formation control.  In order for the 
nodes to avoid collisions, the trajectories need to be estimated such that the nodes maintain a minimum distance 
from one another. At the same time, in order for the UAs to be connected and be able to share information, every 
node must be within the communication range of at least another node. From a networking perspective, the swarm 
forms an elastic layer of UAs.  The joint problem requires us to develop formation control strategies with collision 
avoidance as one constraint from control perspective and connectivity as another constraint from networking 
perspective. The connected swarm problem formulation and solutions will be discussed during the presentation. 
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